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From the Editor
Editorial - 5th issue.

The task of a newsletter editor can only be compared to that of Sisyphus. Ritu and I put the
newsletter to bed faithfully every last Friday of the month, with Ritu patiently crossing the last ’t's
and dotting the last ‘I’s while I anxiously look over her shoulder and interrupt her with irreverent
points. On the last Saturday of the month there is a feeling of jubilation in both households as the
mums shed their editorial garb and join the land of living once more. Yet, within a couple of
weeks that familiar feeling starts creeping back. Feverish phone calls demanding articles are made,
new ideas of lay out, theme and content are discussed over phone or coffee and people start to
cross to the other side of the road again as they see us coming lest we start our endless demands
for articles…Then comes the last Friday of the month when we are glued to the computer, Ritu
patiently …you get the idea! Yet this is an addictive feeling, this high of creativity and both of us
enjoy it thoroughly!
In this post pandemic new normal of isolation this is also our redemption. With no end of the
international travel ban in sight and our families far away in India that is slowly emerging from a
destructive COVID 19 wave, with Skype and WhatsApp the new norm of interaction with friends
and family in India, this act of creating a newsletter for the Indian community in Townsville feels
like we are, in a small way, helping everyone connect back to India.
An organisation that has been exemplary in honouring this Indian connection in recent times is the
IFT. The IFT, which has been extremely active raising funds for COVID relief in India is
organising a celebration on the occasion of the Indian Independence Day both as a fundraiser as
well as a moral booster for Townsville. An eagerly awaited event, this promises to be an exciting
evening with a number of cultural performances, dinner and a fundraising auction. If you have
any memorabilia or paintings that you can bear to part with, please consider donating it for
the auction. It will be gratefully received. Hope to see you all there!
We are, as always, grateful to our contributors for their very interesting articles. We are
continuously on the lookout for new articles. So, if you have that idea for a story or a recipe you
like, please share it with the DesiBytes. We also value your feedbacks that help us improve. Please
keep them coming.
So welcome to the July issue of the Desibytes. Happy reading!
Ritu and Suparna
Desibytes.ift@gmail.com
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News from Townsville Indian Community

https://www.trybooking.com/events/landing/793971
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Indian Independence Day Celebration and COVID 19
relief fundraiser, August 15th - A Curtain Raiser.
The Indian Independence Day celebration 6-9 PM, 15th August,at the Ignatius Park College Auditorium
promises to be an interesting event. A catered function, the event brings the best of performers in
Townsville together to celebrate the Indian culture. Desibytes takes you behind the curtains for a sneak
peak of the events…

Suchismita Mishra

A physiotherapist by profession, Suchismita is an
accomplished Odishi dancer. Odishi is one of the six classical dance
form of India, mainly as a form of praise and worship of the gods. It
traditionally performed in temples. The Konarak dance festival, at
the site of the archeologically famous Konarak Sun Temple each
year has brought this dance form international fame. The dance is
known for it’s graceful movements resembling the statues of the
temples and it’s “tribhangi”( Thrice bent) poses.

is

Suchismita will be presenting a fast paced Odishi dance in praise of
the lord Vishnu. Suchismita is very excited to be able to perform on
stage again after a long pandemic enforced gap. She describes a
sense of pride and honour to be able to showcase her culture in
Australia.

Prof Toni Lamont
A radiologist by profession, Professor Lamont is a widely travelled
person whose hobbies include staging puppet shows for children. He told the
Desibytes that he is excited to perform among friends many of whom are his
colleagues.
A self confessed Indophile the Professor said it is a real privilege to stage a
show for COVID relief. When asked how he is modifying the very British
puppet show to suit the Indian cultural festival, Prof Lamont said that he is
planning some new acts involving India which he is currently researching!
Myesha Jain

11 year old Myesha Jain is no stranger to the stage! Myesha trains as a singer
with the Voice school in Townsville and has been singing on stage from a very
young age. This sixth grader with a melodious voice will be singing a beautiful
patriotic song in Hindi on the occasion of the Indian Independence Day.
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Gayathri and Dr Sandhya Menon
The mother-daughter duo promise to light up
the stage with nuanced performance of
Bharatanatyam as a part of the Geetha’s Natyalaya
performances. Bharatanatyam is an ancient classical dance form known for its symmetrical rhythmic
movements embellished traditionally by Carnatic
music.
Gayatri is a Grade 11 student whose young age
belies her training and expertise in Bharatanatyam.
Sandhya is a Radiologist with the Townsville
University Hospital. Sandhya sees dance as a
medium through which she can revive the cultural
interests of her homeland. She strongly believes the COVID relief for India is a worthy cause to focus her
time and effort on stage.

Payal Sharma
Ms. Payal Sharma finds time for regular Kathak practice and
performances despite her busy schedule running a successful family business.
Kathak is another classical Indian dance form of the Northern India. Heavily
influenced by the Persian culture, the graceful dance uses hand movements,
facial expressions and rhythmic footwork to interpret instrumental music and
songs.
Payal is trained in the Jaipur Gharana (Style/school) and will be presenting a
traditionally choreographed piece of Kathak.
Payal will present a Tandav ( an energetic fast paced dance) in praise of the
Lord Siva. Payal feels honoured to be able to represent her culture overseas,
especially for such a worthy cause.

Dr Abhishek Joshi (President of the IFT)
Dr Joshi is very busy with last minute organisation of this ambitious show. Abhishek
pointed out that the particular day (15th August) was chosen to coincide with the
Indian Independence Day.
Abhishek said there were two main thoughts for organising this event. Foremost was
to fund raise to support various organisations during the pandemic. Another thought
was to bring some entertainment and excitement amongst the Townsville community
caught up in the doom and gloom of the Pandemic situation.
Abhishek described that the funds to be raised has already been earmarked for a number of organisations both in Australia and in India. The funds will be used to transport ventilators to India
that have been donated by Townsville University Hospital and part of the fund will go towards the Sikh
volunteer organisation in Victoria who have done an exemplary work supporting the needy during the
lockdowns.
The IFT is planning to augment the fund raising effort with an auction that evening. Abhishek was very
excited about it but wouldn’t reveal much about the contents of the auction. “Some very exciting sports
memorabilia and paintings will be up for grabs “ is all he revealed.
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Indian Community Events
Sri Siddhi Vinayak Temple, Gumlow
Sri Siddhi Vinayak Temple Opening Timings : Monday to Friday 6 PM—7 PM.
Saturday and Sunday 10 AM—12 Noon.

North Queensland Hindu Community, Vincent
Events & Activities 2021
Weekly Bhajans: Thursdays 7:30pm

Purnavidya: Spiritual Education for Children
Fortnightly, Sundays 10 am to 11 am

Ladies Yoga: Every Sunday 8.30 am to 10 am

Local Community Events
Townsville Events
Brighter Lives, Townsville Hospital Foundation
80s Twilight FUN RUN – Friday 27 August at Queensland Country Bank Stadium.
Book Fair – Saturday 18 and Sunday 19 September at Emmaus Hall, Kirwan.
Giving Day – Thursday 28 October – your donation on the day will be multiplied at TUH and online.
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In Focus: DR GEETHA SADAGOPAN
Successful career woman, mum and accomplished classical dancer, Dr Geetha Sadagopan wears many crowns with an easy grace.
Geetha and her husband Raj have recently moved to Townsville
post retirement. Geetha worked as a Defence Scientist in Australia most of her professional life. On the side, as her personal passion, Geetha runs a Classical Indian Dance Academy,
GEETHA'S NATYALAYA, to teach BHARATANATYAM, a
classical Indian Dance form, to students of all ages from 7 years.
Also she presents regularly at various cultural events in Townsville. Geetha and her students will be staging some beautiful performances at the upcoming Indian Independence Day Celebration
on the 15th of August 2021!
In this interview Geetha speaks with Desibytes
about her life journey:

How much did your childhood influence you to become a dancer?
I grew up in remote villages of Tamil Nadu, South India. My father was a Sanskrit Scholar, Yoga Practitioner, a Vedhanti and a highly accomplished soul. All his life he followed his passion
for Carnatic Music, a classical form of Indian Music. On the academic side he attained his postgraduation before Indian Independence and he worked as a Headmaster in Government Higher
Secondary Schools, mostly in remote villages. His passion towards classical arts inspired me as a
very young child! But my dream came true later in my life, at the age of 42 in Adelaide!

How did you end up as the proprietor of Geetha’s Natyalaya at Townsville?
Mine has been an interesting journey! Though I was attracted to Bharatnatyam in my
childhood, I did not have any facility to learn in the villages I grew up. Dance would have
been a perfect career for me but neither I had the facility nor I was sure whether I would
be able to sustain myself as a professional dancer. Growing up in a middle class,
economic achievement became a priority. Because of my interest in mathematics and
science I joined engineering studies in Coimbatore. While I was a second-year
engineering student, at the age of 18, my parents decided to marry me off. After my
marriage, my husband nonetheless encouraged me to complete my graduation and then
a postgraduation in electrical engineering. I was a mum by that time. After my studies, I
started working at the State Electricity Commission. At this point my husband and I
decided to explore other countries to enrich our life experience. I applied for and was
accepted for a PhD at The University Wollongong, NSW. That is how we shifted to
Australia with an understanding that it was a temporary move. We did return to India
after a few years but we realised that our children missed Australia and their Australian
connections very much. That is the reason why we decided to return to Australia
permanently.
We moved to Adelaide in 1995 and I joined Australian Defence Science & Technology
Organisation and worked there for 26 years. My husband Raj also found a career in his
professional field. During one of our holidays we were in Townsville, way back in 2005
and we loved the tropical environment. The feel of this city created nostalgic memories of
our home town in India. Those are the reasons why we decided to retire here.
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How did Geetha’s Natyalaya come into existence?

Once I learnt Bharatanatyam, I started
performing in various festivals at Adelaide.
While interacting with the public, I
perceived a huge interest in the Indian expat community there, to learn Classical
Indian Dance Forms. But many in our
community, particularly the expats who
were new to Australia, could not afford the
commercial schools. So I and my husband
started a free dance school to teach
Classical & Semiclassical Indian Dance
Forms and to inculcate the values of our
culture to our younger generation. After
moving to Townsville, I was initially
offering free dance classes. However, after
our retirement, recently we have decided
to charge a token amount from my students to cover the ever increasing cost of running
a dance school.
What was your life before becoming a dancer?
Hectic! I was a working mum with a husband and two children. I always longed to learn
classical dance but managing a young family and my career in a new country was my
biggest challenge. My husband and my two sons greatly encouraged me to take up to
dance when I was 42 years old! I used to wake up at 4 AM every day to practice for four
hours before leaving for work. Now I feel very privileged to be able to get the best of
both worlds!
Where do you get your inspiration from?
I just love my dance. I really enjoy the process of creativity. My father and his family are
very artistic and I am inspired by their work. I love Carnatic Music and I constantly think
about the ways I can express Carnatic Music through Bharatanatyam Dance &
Choreography. My students greatly inspire me, especially the children. Their
frank questioning attitude makes me think and reflect and I love that experience.
What’s the wisest thing anyone has ever told you?
My father used to tell me, that if someone says something wrong about you, it is not all
about you. To a great extent, it reflects their knowledge base and perceptions. My
father’s wise words help me to remain calm & collected and maintain my focus in the
face of any negative criticism.
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What advice would you give to the younger generation of the Indian expat
community in Townsville?
I don’t think I have enough knowledge or experience to advise. My humble thoughts
would be, to be proud of our Indian Cultural Heritage but also to be proud of the great
traits common in Australia, like professionalism and integrity. If we can consciously filter
the negative traits of both the countries and inculcate the positive ones, it will show us
the way to become better human beings.
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Out of the box: Kalpana Singh
Dr Kalpana is a Gynaecologist having a special interest in genital dermatology. She is
very interested in fine arts, travelling, photography and in non-fiction books.
How to get best value Rock out of your $$: Diamonds beyond the 4 C’s
Falling in love is a matter of the heart, for the brain stops working sanely, they say! But hopefully this
is not going to be a one-off affair, there may be more to come your way, if you work sanely though
the first purchase of your beloved rock.
Most people who have bought diamonds before, know that they should look for the 4 C’s before
owning a diamond. Just to refresh your memories or to enlighten those who are new in this field,
these 4 C’s stand for Carat, Colour, Clarity and Cut in that order.

Carat stands for the weight and not the size of a diamond. One carat diamond is equal to 200 mgs.
Carats can also be measured in points; 100 points equals a full carat.
If you are buying a piece of jewellery which has more than one diamond in it, sales man might give you
the Combined Total Weight (CTW) of Diamonds in that piece, while the individual diamonds may be quite
small and not very pricey.
So, be sure to inquire about the weights of the individual diamonds in any piece that you are buying.
But while Carat Has the Biggest Effect on Price, bigger is definitely not always better. One should focus
on a balance of the 4Cs: cut, clarity, colour, and carat to make a smart purchase.

Colour
Pure diamonds are colourless. In order of increasing rarity, yellow diamond is followed by brown, colorless,
then by blue, green, black, pink, orange, purple, and red or Black.
Impurities, structural defects and irradiation can cause changes in the refractory quality of the gems
making it colourful. More the amount of impurity in the carbon lattice, the darker the tint is. Replacement
of a carbon atoms by nitrogen (commonest carbon flaw) gives the diamond yellow/ brown colour while
Boron causes the colour to appear blue.
Thinking about Pink’s? Yes, these are rare and hence extremely expensive. The mine (Argyle) which was
producing 90% of these pink gems to the world, closed down in the Kimberley’s, Western Australia, last
year. The colour in pink diamonds is due to the distortion in lattice arrangement of its carbon atoms, rather
than the presence of impurities like Nitrogen, Boron in it. Colour makes a very big difference in diamond
quality and price. But these differences ranging between D-Z, are very subtle & usually difficult to
recognise by a novice eye.
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Clarity
In determining a clarity grade, the GIA (Gemmological institute of America) system considers the size,
nature, position, colour, and quantity of clarity characteristics visible under 10× magnification.
GIA Clarity Scale, lists 11 grades of Diamonds ranging in clarity from FL (flawless) - I3(3 rd worst
Inclusion).
Most gem quality diamonds fall into the VS (very slightly included) or SI (slightly included) categories. The
most popular clarity grades are VS2 and SI1 because they offer the best value without disrupting
diamond sparkle.
Try not to purchase a diamond with I1 / I2 / I3 clarity grade as the inclusions are prominent and not worth
the cost savings.
In diamonds larger than 0.75ct, consider an SI1 or higher clarity grade to avoid distracting eye
visible inclusions. Take advantage of inclusions positioned on the diamonds outer edge. Choose
diamonds with inclusions that aren’t in the absolute centre.
Every diamond (natural or lab made) is unique. No two diamonds will have the same number, size,
location and type of inclusions, even if they have the same clarity grade.

Cut
A high carat weight diamond with a poor cut may look smaller than a diamond with a smaller carat
weight and a very good cut.
This is the most important factor because it maximizes sparkle. Here, I can’t emphasize enough that a poor
cut can make a high-carat diamond with excellent colour and clarity appear lifeless.
GIA cut scale grade the diamonds as Excellent, very good and good. An even pattern of bright and
dark areas scores the best, like in brilliant cut.
Shape is not interchangeable with cut. ‘Cut’ is the arrangement of facets needed to create an attractive
face-up appearance.

Source: Geoscience Australia.

Brilliant cut diamonds like round , princess , cushion , oval , pear, and marquise hide inclusions
better than other cuts like Ascher and emerald.
So, consider shapes when selecting a clarity e.g., when purchasing a step cut diamond, try to
select clarity grade one level better than that of a brilliant cut.
Selecting a diamond is not much fun, is it? Don’t give up just yet. We are trying to make it a bit
simpler for you.
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We have 4 tips for you to make the best use of your money when buying a diamond in a jewellery
setting. Buying a diamond for investment purposes is a totally different affair.

Select a rock with carat weight slightly below the whole and half-carat marks in other word ‘buy shy’. For
example, instead of a 1.50 carat diamond, consider buying a 1.40 carat weight. This will save a
considerable amount of money, and the slight difference will never be noticed.
Go for the heart and save: Fancy shapes can appear larger than their actual diamond carat weight size,
especially in a ‘halo setting’. Heart or pear shape etc fancy shapes while looking pretty, actually cost less
per carat compared to an equivalent weight round diamond.
Make it look larger: Ring of small diamonds around the centre stone, causes the central diamond to look
bigger. No wonder this ‘halo effect’ is very popular in diamond settings.
Get it Set in a thin band which again makes the centre stone appear larger. A popular band to achieve
this is the ‘Pave’, which features small diamonds embedded in the band.
Some more points to consider:
Expert jewellers choose side stones and accent diamonds to make the central diamond appreciate in
beauty and value. Main stone may look unappealing if the side and accent stones don’t match.
A diamond solitaire weighing 1 carat will look larger on a size 6 finger than a size 8. So, it is worth
considering to get your diamond re-set in a halo setting when you grow in size!
The colour of the metal in which the diamonds are set, is personal choice and shouldn’t much affect the price of the diamond per se. But it may affect the upkeep of your ring or the total price of
the jewellery.
It's very difficult to tell the difference between laboratory grown diamonds and mined diamonds.
The best and only way to tell the difference is by comparing their certificates.
Fall in love with your rock, but let your mind work on acquiring it!
“Good luck with your purchases”.

Correction from last article ‘Diamonds are forever’:
In 1947 DeBeers coins the phrase “A Diamond Is Forever”.
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The History Column.
Mr. K.C. Gupta
Mr K C Gupta, Retired Executive Director of the Dept of Telecommunication, India lives in Delhi with his wife Mrs. Manju
Sharma and son Anubhav. He enjoys his visits to Townsville where he spends time with his daughter Mrs Puja Jain and her
family. Mr Gupta has a wide and varied interest in spirituality, philosophy and Hinduism. Mr Gupta will be writing a series of
article on M K Gandhi, the Father of the Indian Nation and one of the main leaders of the Indian freedom movement.

Dr. Raiban Yadav was unable to contribute to his regular history column on ‘Silk
Route’ due to some personal reasons. He will continue from next month.

Gandhi's Experience in South
Africa
South Africa was a learning phase for
Mahatma Gandhi; there he tested his tools of Satyagraha (non-cooperation) and Non-Violence which were
subsequently used by him in India in ousting the
British rule from the country. A brief recap of this
great man’s birth, family etc. would be relevant to set the context for this article which is about Gandhi's
Period in South Africa.
Gandhi was born on 2nd October 1869 to Karamchand Gandhi and Putlibai in Porbandar. Porbandar
was a princely state; presently it is a district in the state of Gujarat. Putlibai was the 4th wife of
Karamchand. He was named as Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi. He had two real brothers, both elder to
him Karandas and Laxmidas and one real sister Raliatbehn. His father was a Dewan (Chief Minister) in
the princely court of Rajkot. The family had been associated with the Rajkot Court for many generations
and thus were very wealthy and well known. In due course of time, Laxmidas (Gandhi’s older brother)
got attached to Rajkot Court and soon became an important member of administration. He sent
Mohandas to London to study Bar at Law. Gandhi sailed to England in September 1888 to pursue studies
in law and returned to India as a barrister after three years in July 1891. Meanwhile he had lost his
mother Putlibai.
Gandhi started his legal career not as a lawyer pleading court cases but behind the scene drafting
petitions for litigants. Gandhi married Kasturba at an early age of thirteen years which means he was
married when he had not even completed his school. Kasturba was a simple lady fully devoted to
religion and family. Mohandas and Kasturba had four sons; Harilal, Manilal were born in India and
Ramdas, Devdas were born in South Africa.
British occupation of South Africa started in the 1800s, with main interest in mining and agriculture
which offered high returns; however, they failed to get the co-operation of local people deployed as
laborers; They were badly in search of alternative to the natives in order to grow their business. In 1851,
in a meeting of prominent, rich and influential British colonists, a resolution was passed to urge the
British Government to permit import of laborers from India; It was argued that such an arrangement of
laborers from India was working fine in Mauritius - another British colony.
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By then, England had full control over India; 1st War of Independence was suppressed in 1857 and rule of
India was transferred from East India Company to the Queen of England. As a result, after 9 years of
passing the resolution of importing laborers from India, the first ship named Turo carrying nearly 350
Indian laborers reached Natal, a prominent town in South Africa, on 16 th Nov 1860. The group included
men, women and few children.
These Indians were promised good life under an agreement which however was mostly in favour of the
British colonists. Imagine sea journey of thousands of miles some 160 years ago; many would die enroute
due to dysentery, cholera and sickness. There was hardly any care, medical help on board the ship. The
dead used to be thrown in sea unceremoniously. When these laborers reached the shore, it was a very
strange scene; nobody knew each other, nor the language. The interpretation was being done through
the agent who accompanied the ship from India and who had picked up some Hindi. The worst was, they
were traded, sold and purchased by the interested European business men. They were called “coolies”
put in huts called “barakas” on huge farms of the British masters.
The irony was they would not know European language to communicate with the masters nor did they
know the language of other Indians (they were from different states) in the group to share their grief. The
language of the British colonists was severe physical punishment in full view of others; The word “No”
was not acceptable by the master which sometimes included to go in to the sea in dead of night in a
storm; the order had to complied, come what may.
It is in these prevailing social conditions, Gandhi arrived in South Africa in 1893 on the assurance and
advice of Laxmidas of a lucrative career. Laxmidas had arranged him a job initially for one year at an
annual salary of 105 British pounds in Abdulla Shipping company, owned by Zaveri Abdullah. (150
pounds annual salary is a joke in present scenario but remember it was 160 years back). Gandhi was full
of conflicting thoughts; whether the decision to come so far, for a career in law, was worth the pain,
leaving behind wife and children. He was skeptical of his own performance as a barrister in a distant land;
the only silver lining was that he knew the British, their culture, their legal system because of his sojourn
in London. He was received at Natal by Karim Abdullah, brother of Zaveri Abdullah, Rustam Ji, a Parsi
businessman and one French businessman Mr. Marshal Ledyu. Abdullah and Co had grown to a
reasonably big size and Karim Abdullah used to enjoy a reputation in business circles and also among
Indians. Rustam Ji was also equally popular.
Gandhi started settling and making himself familiar with the company, society, British rules by going around, by speaking to local Indians. Gandhi had
his first brush with British Govt when one day Seth Abdullah took him to a
court in Durban to get a feel of legal system in South Africa. Gandhi was
excited; he hoped to join the mainstream legal system. He dressed formally in a suit but put Pheta (Gujrati turban) instead of English hat so as to
give an indication that he was basically an Indian and he had no intention
to merge his personality completely with the British.
On reaching the court, Gandhi and Seth Abdullah sat on some vacant chairs
and were listening the court proceedings. The Magistrate was not
comfortable with Gandhi’s Pheta; he was looking at him intermittently. Finally, the magistrate stopped
the proceedings and directed Gandhi to remove the Pheta as per the court norms. Gandhi was very clear
in his mind that he would protect his identity at any cost. He addressed the Magistrate that “This is
Pheta, my identity, my honor and I would not like to remove it “and came out of the court.
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Gandhi could not digest this insult by the magistrate; that night he could not sleep; he got up in mid of
night and prepared a note on the incident emphasizing his right to retain his personal and national
identity; next day he sent the article to all leading newspapers. To his utter surprise, it was received well
by the press and it appeared in almost all leading papers, giving both favorable and unfavorable
comments. One newspaper gave the heading “Unwelcomed Visitor “which was very catchy and the
news item became a topic of public discussion in Durban. Gandhi's joy knew no bounds; his purpose was
served. He got the desired publicity. Overnight he had become a hero; the “Unwelcomed Visitor” had
stirred the black and white society. This was a pebble – “Kankar “in the ocean which would turn in to a
storm against Britisher Colonists in India in due course of time.
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Travelogue
MINING CITY in the outback
(memoirs of Aparna Nagaraj in Mount Isa)

Dr Aparna Nagraj is a Resident Medical Officer at the Mt Isa Base Hospital. She is a FIFO worker
from Townsville where her husband Vikram, Mother in Law and Daughter live. Aparna’s hobbies
include singing and photography.

After a long tiring day at work, as I was relaxing on my couch in my cosy Queenslander house in
Mount Isa, I was startled with a rumbling noise. First, I thought it was my hunger pangs, but surely I
didn’t have the ability to rattle a whole house! My next guess at that time was that I was amidst an
earthquake. I instinctively ran out of the house as any sensible person would do. To my surprise, not a
single soul was outside their houses. It was a dead reaction to something I felt was an impending
catastrophe. I then immediately went on to the Facebook Mount Isa community page to check if we
have any mentions as expectedly there is always a person or two asking these vague questions on social
media. Zilch.
I now realized that I was missing something. With google to my rescue, I typed the obvious search words
- rumbling Mount Isa Earthquake. As much as I would like to think of myself as a fairly sensible human
most of the times, there are situations like these that make me realise how much more I need to know in
life! I was enlightened that the rumbling tremor that I just experienced was in fact from the Mount Isa
mines. Daily at 8 pm, the mines set off huge explosions, commonly called as ‘the blast’. The explosions
are so massive, they are capable of shifting
hundreds of thousands of tonnes of rock. Thus,
the earthquake like sensation.
To understand this a little more, Mount Isa
mines runs one of the largest networks of
underground tunnels in the world, almost two
kilometres deep and stretching to a length of
1600 kilometres! 1600 kilometres is like driving
from Isa to Townsville and back three-quarters
of the way! The scale of the underground operations is immense with more than 4000 workers
digging out copper and zinc. Undoubtedly,
mining is the backbone of this city. It not only
provides jobs to the several miners, but also
expands the prospects of other jobs to sustain
the mines, for example, housing, schools,
supermarkets etc.
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Just to fathom the enormousness of the mining industry and the many years that it has survived in this
city in the Outback, I spoke to some of the miners. A few decades ago, general public could access the
mine sites via a Mine tour. Unfortunately, due to health and safety concerns, the tours were
discontinued. However, for people to experience a mine, they now have an underground tour in a mock
mine with 1.2 kilometres of tunnels.
Now people who know me well would have guessed, I surely have booked my Underground Mine Tour
next month. And I will be giving a complete tour of the mine through my eyes, or more so through my
mobile phone photographs!
Meanwhile, I will continue to be in awe of the humongous network that I am sitting on, called the mines.
And without a clock in sight, I now confidently know it is 8 pm, when the entire city rumbles!
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Short Story by Nomad
The Ustaad
The nomad is a member of the Indian expat community in Townsville. The nomad enjoys travelling, reading and dabbles in occasional gardening.

Pandit Ranjan Mishra adjusted his worn silk shawl around his
shoulders as he exited his equally decrepit ancestral home. The walk to the
Benaras cultural centre was a long one, too arduous for his seventy odd years
and he was momentarily tempted to use the ferry, just steps from his door. It
will take him straight to Assi Ghat, minutes from the music school in the
heart of the old city of Benaras. Resolutely he stopped himself. Money was
scarce now and every penny counts.
“I will come with you, Dada!” His grandson Aman piped behind. He looked a
lot like his father, Arnab. Mishra heaved a sigh…. Arnab…A talented Sitar
player with all the genetic brilliance of a revered family of musicians,
Arnab had denounced being a professional musician and a Guru. (Teacher).”
I don’t want music as a career, “he had argued with Ranjan.” I want to study
science and teach science to children. I will still be following the family
tradition of teaching and I will continue to play the sitar. But I don’t want it
as a career!” Mishra had acquiesced after long and furious arguments and Arnab had gone onto train as a
school teacher. But when he came home a few years later with his plans to marry his colleague Amina,
Mishra couldn’t accept it. “She is a Muslim and not of a musical family!” He had screamed, “I will not allow
a woman of different religion live in this house of my ancestors!”
The result was a permanent rift between father and son. Arnab had
married Amina and moved away from Benaras to the Andaman Islands
and Ranjan had vowed never to meet him again. His wish came true
but not the way he had imagined. Five years later, a widowed Amina
came to his door with two years old Aman. The strict old man who had
turned away his son so cruelly couldn’t repeat his action and Amina
and Aman made their home in the two hundred year old mansion built
by Mishra’s great grandfather.
The little family soon fell into a routine and for a while all seemed
well. Amina found work in a private school, Ranjan continued to teach music at the Benaras Cultural Centre
and Aman thrived in the atmosphere of traditional music, demonstrating all the musical genius of his family.
Mishra had never been able to earn a lot from his music. A rigid traditionalist, he limited his performances to
classical venues and accepted only dedicated students who were looking for music as a career. Both were
limited in the post modern India. But the trend of cultural tourism had augmented his income. Tourists started
to visit Benares not just for the historic and religious sites of
Vishwanath temple and the Buddhist pilgrimage of Sarnath but
to experience the musical and culinary culture of the city. The
oldest city of the world did not disappoint. With it’s narrow lanes
steeped with history lined by beautiful traditional old buildings
and a rich culture of music, dance, art and cuisine, It had enough
to cater for every tourism interest. The holiest city of the Hindus
was no stranger to visitors in the form of pilgrims but now even
the pilgrims had more to experience besides the religious sites.
The Benaras cultural centre soon joined the tourism bandwagon.
It started regular evening jalsa, an informal music session where
tourist could listen to and interact with the teachers, The Ustaads.
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Mishra had initially baulked against this new form of entertainment.” I will not play for these tourists who do
not have any knowledge of music! They are just coming for the experience. What will they understand!”
Mukul Singh, the owner of the cultural centre had won him over. “It is the time for your evening rewaz,
Ustadji, the regular practice all musicians do, anyway. How does it matter if a few people come and listen to
you practicing?” When Mishra had still demurred Mukul had argued” This is our chance to show them what
actual music feels like. They will understand there is more to Indian music than the synthesised tunes from
Bollywood! Maybe some of them will develop interest in classical music
and want to learn more about it!” Mishra couldn’t argue against this and so
most evenings had played for a few hours in front of an unmusical but
highly appreciative audience, initially with reservation but later with
increasing enjoyment at the wonder and appreciation of the uninitiated. His
earnings had escalated, the ancestral house had received a much needed face
lift.
But then COVID stuck! The pilgrims and tourists declined rapidly with the
ensuing lockdown, travel restriction and the panic. Benaras, heavily
dependent on it’s pilgrims and tourists was struggling to survive. The Jalsas
stopped, the music students dropped out and the concerts became a memory.
Music was a luxury few could afford during the pandemic. Then Amina lost
her job when the private school closed down. The Ustaad’s family landed
in a deep financial crisis. Mishra had asked Amina to go back to her father’s
house with Aman. They were a weaver’s family and had fared relatively
better off than him. Amina had demurred “This is Arnab’s house” she had
said, “I belong here”. So she remained, looking after her elderly father in
law, the family subsisting on meagre savings and selling off some jewellery that belonged to Mishra’s long
dead wife.
“What are you thinking, Dada?” Aman’s words brought Mishra back
to the present. All of eight years old, the child has grown wise beyond
his years in the hardships of the last few years. As he reached him, the
child extended his hand to carry the Sitar the old man was holding.
Mishra hesitated, partly out of caution to handover the expensive
musical instrument to such young hands and partly out of
consideration for the heavy weight the child will be bearing. A brief
argument later it was decided that they will share the burden, carrying
it in turns.
They turned right and
gradually made their
way through the ancient city of Benaras, referred in Hindu
scriptures as Kashi, the revered worldly seat of the greatest of
all gods, Siva. “ The white bull has moved off !” Aman
observed. The sacred bulls were a Scrouge of the narrow
Benaras lanes, blocking traffic and roaming at will. Oddly,
they were also the symbol of Benares, accepted and tolerated
by it’s populace.
The evening air was fragrant with incense and flowers as the
thousands of temples in the holy city started their evening
arati, the evensong.
As they passed an open space where the Government was building
an access to the river, they bowed their heads towards the
Vishwanath temple, it’s high golden spire outlined against the
minarets of the Gyanbapi mosque behind. Temple bells pealed and
conch echoed as the evening arati started at the temple. Normally
the streets would be crowded by pilgrims and tourists at this time of
the day but it was all eerily empty. A few vendors looked on
listlessly as the odd pair made their way towards the Nepalese
temple.
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“Let’s not go that way, Dada. It’s dirty”. Mishra knew it was not dirt that the boy was worried about. He did
not like the crematorium, Manikarnika Ghat. A legendary site, it was believed that to be cremated at these
grounds ensured Moksha, heaven. But the continuous sight of multiple pyres were challenging to the child.
“Let’s take the Balaram lane. We can see a bit of the Ganga Aarti from the top of the Nepalese temple.” He
suggested into another lane, away from the crematorium. Even the Sadhus, the wandering holy men who used
to be so frequent in these lanes were less now, he observed while crossing yet another narrow lane. Kashi, the
city of a thousand temples, the very soul of Indian culture, was silent. Everything depended on the pilgrims
and the tourists. Without them how will Benaras survive? How will I survive!” He despaired. As they walked,
a hopeful Malaiyo vendor offered his ware to them. This was a speciality of Benares, a delicate milk based
sweet frothy and fragrant with cardamom.
Mishra knew Aman loved this delicacy and instinctively looked at him. The boy looked away, “I am not really
hungry now.” Then, to avoid his Grandfather’s sad eyes he pointed
“Look Dada, You can see the Ganga Aarti from here!”.
The evening Worship of the river Ganga had started. Traditionally a
low key ceremony, it has been heavily promoted by the
Government in the recent years changing it into a grand show and
one of the major attractions of Benaras. Even without the tourists
the Government sponsored ceremony was continuing in it’s usual
pomp and splendour. Mishra gazed sadly at the usually bustling but
now empty ghats, with it’s few ferries manned by vainly hopeful
boatmen waiting for some custom.
The ghats were the hallmark of Benares. They were permanent stone
staircases with wide platforms benevolently constructed by kings
from all over India to help pilgrims access the Ganga easily. Of late, the Government had become more
efficient in maintaining and beautification of the ghats and they
had become tourist attractions of their own right. The mighty river
Ganga stretched ahead, flowing placidly. The ghats had many
stories and legends, of devotion and miracles, spread over
centuries. They were the meeting place, place to observe traditional
rituals as well as somewhere to rest and recuperate after long
journeys. But now they lay empty, desolate. The throngs of
pilgrims waiting to take the ritual dip in the holy river were absent,
as were the beautiful tiny shops selling everything from modern
day gadgets to age old traditional glass bangles. “ We are sinking!
This city has endured for two thousand years, but now without the
pilgrims and tourists, we cannot survive”. He looked at the Ganga,
long revered as the mother of the Indian civilisation.” Help us
Mother!” He prayed. ”Help me!”.
The winding narrow dark road soon led them to the Cultural Centre. Mishra heaved a despondent sigh - It was
empty of visitors. “ Let me have a cup of tea and get the child some
biscuits. We have to walk all the way back again! If Mukul is there I
will ask him if he can lend some money. Amina really needs a new
sari” He thought, accepting the abhorrent idea of borrowing. He
walked through the arched entrance of the old building into the atrium.
To his surprise Mukul was standing there with some teachers of the
Centre and other men, looking excited. Mukul noticed him and waved
“ Just the person I was looking for!” He exclaimed “ Mishraji, we have
a lot to do! I just got a contract for a 3 hour jalsa!” Mishra was
confused. “A Jalsa! Now? Is the Corona gone?” “ Not here!”
Interjected Mohammed Yunus, the Ustaad in classical music, “ In
Australia! In a city called Townsville.” Mishra felt his head spinning!
In Australia. How do we travel there! How do they know of us! Why a
Jalsa in a foreign land! How!
Before he could speak Mukul said “ Do you remember an Indian
family that had attended your performance last January? Parents and a
young girl with some foreigner friends? They had come up and spoken
to you and me after the performance at length about organising
classical music performances in Australia and the cost involved to
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transport the performers”.? Mishra nodded. He could remember them vaguely. “ Well, I just got a phone call
from them! They are organising a classical music programme as a fund raiser for COVID relief in India and
they would like us to perform!” Mishra finally voiced his
main concern. “ I can’t leave Amina and Aman alone in this
situation and travel!” “ No Ustaadji, no travel involved!” Said
the third man who had been standing quietly. Mishra now
identified him as Rajesh, the owner of a local computer shop.
“ Everything will be done through eplatforms, computers,
electronics” Rajesh simplified, seeing the confused look on
Mishra’s face. The performance will be held here and the
audience will be able to see and hear you live on a big screen
there. They have hired a cinema hall to make sure the
projection and acoustics are perfect!”

“ Come to the office Mishraji so I can advance you some
payment” Mukul said.
“ They have promised
a very generous fee for all of us”. He was aware of the great financial
strain all the performers were going through but he always had a soft
spot for this proud old man.
Later, as Mishra came out of the cultural centre, self doubt assailed
him. “ A new medium”, he thought, “ How will I manage to convey
my music to them from such a distance!” Suddenly he remembered his
father’s words “ The audience is your God, Ranjan. You are tasked to
entertain and engage them so that while you play, even time pauses for
them. If you cannot do it, all your learning is in vain” Mishra
straightened up with emerging confidence.” I can do it!
I am the Ustaad!” With hope for future in his eyes the old man turned
towards his grandson, “ Come Aman, let’s have some Malaiyo!”.

Authors note: We visited Benaras in 2020, partly to tick the tourism box, partly to discover our
roots as Hindus. During our stay we attended a jalsa as a tourist attraction. The main
musician was an Ustaad who initially looked at us, a mixed crowd of Indian and foreign
tourists, with unveiled contempt at our lack of knowledge, then proceeded to play like a
demon, making music like I have never heard before.
I have often wondered how these proud traditionalists have fared amidst the pandemic
and feel we can do something constructive for them that will also help us reconnect to our
culture.
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Book Corner: Asha Kiran
Asha Kiran, currently tutoring med students at the James Cook University
and also a producer-presenter on the community radio 103.9 TripleT.

This month’s book ties in well with the previous history section on ‘Silk Route’ of this newsletter. Let’s talk history and bust
some myths, retell some popular imaginations.
Mughal era is popularly believed to have reached the zenith of
economic riches that lead to unparalleled architecture, building
works, heightened aesthetics in literature, arts and crafts. Jodha Bai
invested as a venture capitalist in seafaring ships to maintain her
lifestyle in Akbar’s palace. During the Mughals, India reached the
highest share of world GDP, a whopping 34% of the world economy.
Truly miraculous. But is that true?
Here is a book that puts things in perspective, “The World Economy.
Volume 1: A Millennial Perspective and Volume 2: Historical Statistics”.
The book is written by legendary Angus Maddison. The book was initially a project commissioned by the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).
The book takes you through two thousand years of economic data, crunches the numbers from various
original sources and presents you with information that you can digest and make sense.
Being free from political colonialism does not ensure that our minds are free from colonial thought and
behaviours. Many still believe that India was a poor country. Well blame that on perpetuated myths. But
here is data that turns these myths over its head.
India and China dominated the world economy for most of the two thousand years with India having 32%
of GDP and China at 30%. That is the true miracle!
We know today sustaining economies is like holding down a frog on the scales, the frog keeps slipping out
of our hands! How did India and China retain the huge slice of the world GDP? What can contemporary
India and her people learn from the master seafarers and master entrepreneurs of the past?
Unfortunately, the book doesn’t answer these questions but does something more important. It brings to
light facts that infuse pride and reenergises your conversations on India’s past glory with facts and not
just sentiments.
Coming back to Mughal era. Why are they credited with such high praise when India already had
maintained the unparalleled economic miracle of 32% share of world GDP, the highest in the world? It’s
because the Mughals expanded it further by another 2%, especially during Akbar and Aurangazeb by
systematising revenue collections. And that is by no means a small feat. They ensured that they not only
expanded the economy but displayed it visually. Indian aesthetics is slightly more austere compared to
the Persian sensibilities that can have a lavish and opulent spread at a larger scale.
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Bombay Talkies: Ritu Jhamb
Mrs Ritu Jhamb is a teacher by profession, working as an EALD specialist at Aitkenvale State School. Ritu
lives in Townsville with her husband Puneet and two sons. Her hobbies are reading, watching Indi movies
and drinking different types of coffee.

Mimi a beautiful, comedy-drama family movie with amazing star cast. Kriti Sanon and Pankaj Tripathi star
in Laxman Utekar's movie about a surrogate in small town Rajasthan. Our all-time favourite Pankaj
Tripathi gives a legendary performance in this film and he was absolutely hilarious. Kirti Sanon has done
a great job, cried along with all the characters, smiled along with tears at the end. A.R. Rahman’s music
made the story more emotional. Laxman Utekar's direction is superb.
The film revolves around motherhood and surrogacy which are serious topics. Yet, he manages to add
humour very convincingly without creating a mockery about the sensitive issues that the film deals with.
Also the way he is neatly able to change the tone of the film from funny to serious to again funny is
praiseworthy.
Mimi begins on a great note which neatly explains the concept of surrogacy. Mimi’s entry is quick. How
Mimi agrees to the surrogacy is great. The track of Mimi and Bhanu pretending to be a Muslim couple will
surely be loved. The shocker drops when Summer and John run away. But the makers don’t allow the film
to get serious and soon, the track of Bhanu pretending to be the father of the child is infused and it adds
to the fun. The last 30 minutes is quite serious and is sure to make viewers’ eyes moist
A must watch!
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Health: Women’s health across the lifespan
Dr Dhivya Thangavel, B. Medicine (University of Newcastle), RANZCOG trainee, Urogynaecology Research
Fellow, Mater Pelvic Health Townsville
Professor Ajay Rane, Consultant Urogynaecologist, Professor and Head of Department Obstetrics and Gynaecology, James Cook University, Director of Urogynaecology, Townsville University Hospital
Whilst there has been a significant improvement in the status and wellbeing of females worldwide
in the past fifty years, some areas have seen a sluggish improvement. Women around the world are still
trailing in earnings and leadership potential. Economically speaking, addressing gender disparities has
allowed for a greater contribution to the labour force, as well as improved outcomes for their families
and their communities. Women still face various unique challenges at different stages of life and addressing these issues to improve the health and welfare of women is the key to improving well-being for all.

Menstruation and period poverty
Menstruation remains a taboo topic in many cultures even now. Despite the wide access to information
regarding this topic, it is still shrouded in secrecy which has allowed misconceptions and myths to flourish
and negatively impact the status of women. Throughout the world, women face discrimination and
exclusion from different situations and responsibilities due to perceived notions about capacity and even
cleanliness. Even in Australia, people who menstruate struggle to access sanitary products due to financial constraints. This paradigm, known as period poverty, impacts women’s ability to manage her periods
hygienically and with dignity and causes a disruption in her capacity to function. Until 2019 sanitary
items were still considered a luxury item subject to GST. More policy change needs to be enacted to ensure that these items will be made available to students in school and university. Furthermore 10-30% of
women may experience menstrual abnormalities that can lead to heavy or irregular blood loss or significant pain. Despite its prevalence, studies have demonstrated that women infrequently sought medical
consultation for it. Part of the role of doctors is advocates for our patients and breaking down stigmas by
discussing menstruation openly can be a way to ensure that women are not suffering silently.

Contraception
Contraception is one of the key contributors to the women’s liberation movement in the 1960s.
Correspondingly, unintended pregnancy can significantly impact the lives of women and consequently
their families. Delaying childbearing and increasing the interval between pregnancies by several years
allows women to achieve greater potential for education and earning and improves the health and
educational outcomes of the children. Contraception is often an under-discussed in a health-consultation
as counselling can be time-consuming and privacy of adolescents (an at-risk group) can be hampered by
accompanying adult. As the age of menarche is decreasing in developed nations, preteen sex education
and counselling regarding safe sex practices is vital. Establishing frank and open conversations about
reproductive health is a crucial step towards meeting your patient’s contraceptive needs. Nowadays
there are numerous tools available to healthcare providers to improve shared decision-making about
contraception. Contraceptive responsibility should not be a gendered issue and roughly only 10% of
males take responsibility for contraception. Increased dialogue around contraceptive options should be
something we all strive for.

Childbirth and the pelvic floor
The pelvic floor forms a bowl-shaped muscular lining to the pelvic outlet. The pelvic floor has competing
functional responsibilities. On the one hand, its tone needs to overcome the forces of gravity and
intrabdominal pressure to maintain the position of pelvic organs.
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On the other hand, however, passage of urine and faeces requires a co-ordinated relaxation of the pelvic
floor and sphincter muscles and contraction of the smooth muscle of the detrusor or colon.
Understandably dysfunction of this complex anatomical area is not uncommon. A V-shaped gap in the
sheet of muscle known as the levator ani allows the passage of the urethra, vagina and anorectum.
Childbirth requires distension of the genital hiatus of 5-6 times its normal diameter, so perhaps it is not
surprising that over 40% of women experience a significant functional impact on the anatomy of the
surrounding levator ani muscle. One of these factors that influence the microscopic the pelvic floor in
childbirth is maternal age at first delivery.
As women delay childbearing, the likelihood of levator muscle damage can more than triple from age 20
to age 40, and this tends to present with symptoms such as pelvic organ prolapse and sometimes sexual
dysfunction. Unfortunately, caesarean section doesn’t seem to diminish these risks as it appears that
pregnancy itself is the biggest risk factor and these problems are still prevalent in those who have had a
caesarean section.

Sexual dysfunction
Female sexual experience is a complex and multi-faceted paradigm that involves an interplay of
biological, psychological and social factors. Multiple large studies have demonstrated a wide prevalence
of symptoms of sexual dysfunction of up to 50% of females, and up to 83% in women at 2-3 months post
-childbirth, yet despite this it is rarely adequately addressed by medical professionals. All is not lost
however; it appears that changes in the dimensions and contractility of the pelvic floor may only cause
sexual dysfunction in a small subset of women. The most significant contributors to sexual function in
women with prolapse being anxiety about the appearance of their genitals, leakage of urine and
discomfort or pain during sex. Beyond just anatomical restoration of pelvic organ prolapse, opening lines
of communication about sex and genital confidence can help improve sexual function and restore
satisfaction within a relationship. Do not be afraid to discuss these issues with your family doctor as life is
too short for abstinence.

To be continued...
Professor Rane is a Specialist Urogynaecologist who has been working
in Townsville for over 25 years. He specialises in genital prolapse and
bladder dysfunction and in his spare time enjoys travelling to developing
nations to voluntarily train local doctors and treat women suffering with
severe genital prolapse and devastating fistulae.

.
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Recipe: Labra
By Manju Chakrabarti
Manju Chakrabarti is a home maker who lives in India with her husband Debapriya. In pre pandemic
times Manju was a regular visitor of Australia where she helped her daughter’s family raise their child.
Manju’s interests involve travelling, bird watching and encouraging her grand daughter to keep in touch
with her mother tongue, Bangla.

Labra is a traditional dish of the West Bengal. Labra is a medley of vegetables slow cooked with minimal
spices. It is an essential side dish for important festivals. Like all dishes used for Hindu festivals, it is free
of onion and garlic, as they comparatively late import to India.

Ingredients
(Most can be sourced from local supermarkets - You might have to visit your local Indian grocer for Fen-

ugreek and fennel seed)

Whole spices
Bayleaf - 2.
Dried chilli/ chilli flakes - 2 number/1 tsp
Equal amounts of the following to make about 1.5 tsp total. This mixture (Paanch Phoron - Literally the
five tempering spices) is available prepackaged in Indian grocery shops.
Fenugreek seed
Nigella
Cumin seed
Black mustard seed
Fennel seed.

Other spices

Turmeric - 1/4 tsp.
Chilli powder - 1/2 tsp.
Cumin powder - 1/2 tsp.
Sugar - 1.5 tsp.
Salt to taste.
Ginger (1 inch piece, grated).

Vegetables ( choose among the following following and add any other vegetables you fancy). The trick
is to cut the vegetables in chunky pieces so they take longer to cook and imbibe the flavour of the spices
in the curry. Total amount of vegetables to be around 300 - 350 gms.
Cabbage
Cauliflower
Sweet Potato.
Potato.
Beans.
Pumpkin.
Last but Not The Least - Ghee - 1 tbsp.
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Method
Heat 1 tbsp of oil in a deep pan.
Temper with the dried spices.
Give them a minute to sizzle, take care they don’t burn.
Then add the vegetables, cover and cook in low medium flame for about 5 minutes. Then add the other
spices, salt and sugar, give it a good stir, cover and continue to cook for 10 -15 minutes, stirring
occasionally. As the vegetables soften, mash them in the curry, stir and keep cooking. Stir in the grated
ginger towards the end of 10 minutes. Once all the vegetables are cooked through, Stir in a tbsp of ghee.
Serve Labra with warm rice.

Editors note - My mother makes this dish often, especially for Laksmi Puja (The ceremonial annual worship of the goddess Lakshmi which is an event in every Bengali household). Last year I organised this festival at my house in Townsville with my mum directing the festivities, menu and recipe from far off India
thanks to Skype and WhatsApp.
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Gardening with JD
Mr. John Deambrosis is a retired sugar chemist and sugarcane farmer. He advises commercial
farmers on agronomy. He lives in Townsville with his wife Carol.
Previously I stated that our poor soils here are not conducive to good plant growth. A good application
of gypsum (Not lime) as well as compost will improve your garden soil.

COMPOST
It’s a gift that keeps on giving. For those that will like to make their own compost, it is rewarding, however
some knowledge is required to ensure a good product. Please contact myself if any information is required
about composting.

Compost is nature’s fertiliser. It is made from decomposed organic
matter (Anything that once lived). Good compost is produced by
blending leafy greens (Lawn mower clippings, green leaves,
vegetable peels etc) with brown matter (Shredded woody branches,
dried leaves, straw and shredded newspaper). I add both together in
my garden in thin layers for quick and best results. This is what I
have done to my gardens in the last five years.
Agronomists usually work on a general rule of a 100 units of carbon from organic matter will provide 10 units of nitrogen, 1 unit of
phosphorus and 1 unit of sulphur.
Not only does compost provide prolific plant growth, it also provides fertiliser, water retention, plant health,
soil amelioration and plant resistance to disease due to healthy plants. Until next month, happy gardening!

Gardening by Linda Forscutt
Linda is a horticulturist and works with the Townsville City Council to maintain the community
gardens. A keen naturalist and conservationist, Linda also maintains a very productive
community garden. Linda is originally from Darwin and lives in Townsville with her partner.
She spends her spare time with her grandchildren and helping her fellow less capable
gardeners.
Lemons in gardens– problems
Scale insect: Found on stems and leaves, they have a waxy brown shell. Spray these sap sucking insects
with oraganic white oil. Be very careful when applying this oil as too much will cook the leaves in hot,
direct sunlight.

Leaf Miner: Tiny burrowing mites causing silvery trails and twisted leaves. They attack only fresh new
leaves., so spray the new growth once a fortnight with white oil until the leaves have matured and turned a
dark green colour. Be very careful when applying oil.

Stink bugs: May appear in large numbers form October. Knock them off the branches and squish them
underfoot, but wear protective goggles as then bugs can squirt a painful liquid into your eyes.

Sooty mould: A black crusty coating on the leaves indicating the presences of a sap sucking insect lurking
higher up, such as aphids, scale or mealy bugs. Treat the insect above and the sooty mould will clear up by
itself. The mould is not harmful, it just looks yucky!
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Baal Bhavan
Hargun studies in grade 7 and lives in Townsville with
her parents Amrit Singh and Jasmine Kaur and two
younger brothers. Hargun enjoys painting, baking and
cycling. Hargun interprets her painting as “various
perspectives of a sunset as seen by different people in
various parts of the world”.

“Perspectives of a sunset by Miss Hargun Kaur (12) “.

Josh lives in Townsville with his parents Matt and Marlene Coll, younger brother, his dog Charlie and
two cats. Josh enjoys playing various sports, painting and sketching and playing the guitar. The sketch is
Josh’s interpretation of “a well camouflaged cat”.

“Hidden Kitty by Mr. Josh Coll (13)”.
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$500 off RRP for DesiBytes reader (to be produced for redemption) & valid till 31st Aug 2021.

………………………………………………………………………………………...
House For Sale (AUCTION)
15 Windarra Avenue, Douglas
5 Bedrooms, 3 Bathrooms, 1 Study, 2 Kitchens and 2 Car Garage.
Contact Jayden Evans, Harcourts Kingsberry Townsville
M 0477543617 ; P 0747722022; Email : Jayden.evans@tsvharcourts.com.au
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